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June 26th, 2017, Bangkok – Armelle Le Bihan, founder of Green Building Consulting & Engineering,
an award-winning company providing design consultancy and building performance analysis to
assist companies in designing high asset value buildings, recently gave a talk at the 1st Joint
Chambers Sustainability and CSR Fair held at the FYI Building in Bangkok.

Together with Virgine Hochard, Design Manager of Archetype, Armelle spoke about combining
architectural vision and engineering skills early on in the design process of GEM Olympic Leisure
Center in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, resulting in a high performance green building, which minimizes
energy consumption and protects the environment and people.

The 1st Sustainability and CSR Fair was organised by the Franco Thai Chamber of Commerce
(FTCC) CSR & Sustainability Committee in conjunction with the Netherlands Chamber of Commerce
(NTCC) and the German Chamber of Commerce (GTCC) with the support of the Canadian Chamber
of Commerce (CANCHAM), the Australian Chamber of Commerce (AUSCHAM), Ananda
Development and Sasin Center.

#####

About Green Building Consulting & Engineering
Green Building Consulting & Engineering is an award-winning Thailand based company providing
design consultancy and technical analysis to facilitate project teams in the design of high asset value
buildings that improve people’s well-being while preserving the planet.
With compelling arguments from increased ROI to enhanced occupant health, we understand that on
top of saving the planet, Green Buildings are a strong business asset. Engineered along your
company values, we create high performance buildings by defining your sustainability strategy,
optimizing your design and complying with international certification standards.
We have been conceiving, designing and optimizing office, educational, medical, industrial, cultural
and hospitality Green Building projects in France, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Mongolia and
Thailand.
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